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Abstract. Investor sentiment about future returns of financial instruments is a highly relevant information source for investment managers and other stakeholders in the financial industry. Investor sentiments are abundant in financial blog texts. Making use of these sentiments constitutes a massive information management challenge when considering the millions of blog articles with ever-changing and growing amounts of information that need to be acquired and interpreted. We propose a novel approach for investor sentiment extraction from blogs by combining machine-learning on the document-level and knowledge-based information extraction on the sentence-level. The proposed artifact is a financial instrument-specific investor sentiment extraction method, which we apply to a set of blog articles. The evaluation suggests that the combined approach achieves a higher precision compared to a standalone knowledge-based approach.
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1 Introduction

Financial markets and the financial industry are information-driven domains. Information is the key for decision making of professional and individual investors [1]. Making optimal investment decisions critically depends on acquiring, filtering, and interpreting the relevant information with respect to financial instruments (e.g., stock indices, stocks).

Structured information such as price and economic time series can easily be accessed through financial information systems (e.g., Bloomberg Terminal) and integrated into investment decision models. However, unstructured textual information is less integrated and cannot be directly used in an automatic way. This limitation is in particular critical, because the Web provides a huge amount of relevant unstructured information. Specifically, blogs have become a prime means for market participants to communicate opinions, investments analysis, trade ideas, and rumors. These kinds of unstructured information are subjective and referred to as investor sentiment. The
literature provides evidence that investor sentiments are relevant information for investors; in particular, the demand for risky assets by noise traders is significantly affected by their sentiments [3]. In addition, investor sentiment can effectively be used for predicting stock returns [3]. Recently, it was shown how a sentiment-based trading strategy that exploits the sentiment found in weblog articles consistently generates favorable returns [4]. However, making investor sentiment from weblogs available for financial decision makers is an unsolved information extraction (IE) problem. Whereas IE has made great advances, the literature reports very few approaches that specifically concern financial weblogs. The majority of IE methods in finance are concerned with other media such as corporate disclosures [5], news articles [6], and Twitter messages [7]. Compared to these media, the automatic assessment of full-length web documents is more difficult due to noise and high ambiguity [8].

Current approaches to financial sentiment extraction are typically based on supervised machine-learning. Machine learning is a domain-independent technique for document classification. Since financial blogs often include investor sentiments on more than one financial instrument [9], document classification alone is not sufficient. Thus, a heuristic approach for selecting financial-instrument specific text parts for separate applications of machine-learning classification has been proposed [9]. In contrast to this simple approach, knowledge-based IE applies domain-specific and linguistic knowledge for text analysis and can directly work on (sub-) sentence-level with respect to specific financial instruments. However, it lacks the inherent optimization capabilities of machine-learning methods. Thus, the objectives of our research are to: (1) develop a combined investor sentiment extraction method that enriches machine learning by a knowledge-based financial instrument-specific text selection and pre-classification and (2) apply this method to a set of blog articles to demonstrate its usefulness by determining precision and recall. We hypothesize the combined method to perform better than the standalone knowledge-based approach. The contribution of this research is an extraction method that combines strengths of machine learning on the document level and knowledge-based IE on the sentence level.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss the approaches for investor sentiment extraction and compare our approach with the relevant literature. In section 3, we define a basic model for investor sentiment in blogs and formally specify the extraction problem. In section 4, we present the proposed extraction method. Section 5 reports the experimental evaluation. Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines future work.

2 Related Work

Sentiment extraction from web documents is a subfield of opinion mining and sentiment analysis [10]. Sentiment extraction has become a widely adopted research topic and has gained also adoption by practitioners. A major stream of research focuses on sentiment with respect to consumer products (e.g., books, movies) and reviews of such products on the web [11]. In recent years, investor sentiment has attracted specific research. Most approaches in the financial domain assume only one financial in-
strument in a document and perform classification on the document-level. Next, we review two groups of approaches: (1) document-level approaches, and (2) object-level approaches.

2.1 Document-level Approaches

Supervised machine-learning is a widely utilized approach for classifying documents in the financial domain. Supervised machine-learning is a statistical technique that creates a classification model bottom-up in a data-driven way. That is, it creates a mapping of a numerical representation of a document to the classification of the document by means of labeled examples of texts. Different machine-learning methods such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) (e.g., in [5]), Naïve Bayes (NB) (e.g., in [9]) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) (e.g., [12]) have been used for this task. SVMs are widely used for text classification as according to [13], they are well suited for this task as they achieved highest accuracy of all compared classifiers (i.e., Naïve Bayes, Rocchio, k-nearest neighbor (KNN), decision tree learner), are robust, fully automatic, and can cope well with large amounts of input machine-learning features generated from texts. If not complemented with other methods, document-level text classification using machine-learning approaches is not specific to an object, i.e., a financial instrument.

The survey of classification approaches for corporate news [14] reports that news are labeled (positive/negative) with regard to the post-publication price reaction of the respective stocks. For instance, Groth and Muntermann classify corporate disclosures with respect to short term future price volatility using SVM, NB, KNN, and ANN approaches [5]. They find SVM to perform best in this application context. Schumaker et al. predict stock prices on a 20 minute horizon based on a text representation that includes the document-level sentiment polarity of financial news articles [15].

Sentiment classification is primarily concerned with determining the sentiment but not directly with predicting financial variables. Thus, a manually labeled corpus is required. Antweiler & Frank [16] use a manually labeled set of 1000 messages from stock message boards in classes positive, negative, and neutral. Using this corpus they train a classifier using SVM and Naïve Bayes methods. Using this classifier, they propose a multiple-document aggregate measure of “bullishness” that can be interpreted as a positive/negative sentiment score [16]. The measure neglects neutral (hold) messages as they were found to be dominated by noise [16]. Also, neutral is not required for testing market reactions. The measure significantly predicts stock price volatility [16]. Das and Chen [8] also classify messages from stock message boards using a majority-voting among various machine-learning methods and a sentiment word count approach. The manually classified corpus consists of 913 messages. Das and Chen report classification accuracy of only 40.6% on a large test sample due to high ambiguity [8]. With a set of selected texts of low ambiguity, they achieve 66.9% accuracy [8].

With respect to blogs, Gilbert and Karahalios [17] use user-provided document-level tags that express their mood to train a classifier for detecting anxious posts in the
LiveJournal website. With an aggregate anxiety index, they predict next day returns of the S&P 500 stock index and find a Granger-causal relationship. The content Gilbert and Karahalios analyze is not finance-specific, analysis is on document-level, the sentiment is narrowed to anxiety, and it also is not specific to financial objects.

The most recent research is concerned with microblogs. For instance, Bollen et al. [7] propose a dictionary-based approach for classifying positive/negative sentiment and also 6 mood states in Twitter messages. These messages do not explicitly refer to stocks. However, they find a predictive relationship to the Dow Jones Industrial Average prices. Classifying sentiment in full-length articles in weblogs is more difficult due to higher expressiveness, multiple objects and ambiguity.

The approaches of the extant literature typically assign a polarity classification on the document-level to texts. This kind of sentiment analysis is rather coarse as it usually does not refer to specific financial instruments. Since web texts contain lots of ambiguity and noise, the reported classification performance is rather low. For creating a classifier, a labeled corpus is required in any case for supervised machine-learning. The corpus size is typically less than 1000 documents due to the high amount of effort required for manual annotation.

2.2 Object-level Approaches

The approaches for object-level sentiment analysis in web documents can be segmented in the following groups: (1) machine-learning based approaches that integrate a method for selecting text parts referring to a specific object, (2) dictionary-based, and (3) linguistic or knowledge-based approaches that use formalized linguistic or domain knowledge. We first review approaches in the financial domain with financial instruments being the relevant objects.

Concerning machine-learning approaches, O’Hare et al. [9] propose an approach using SVM and NB methods to train a classifier for sentiment in financial blogs with regard to stocks on a 979 document corpus. This approach extracts stocks and respective companies from blog texts and uses the surrounding n (a) words, (b) sentences, and (c) paragraphs to train a stock-specific classifier. With 25 words, the NB achieves an accuracy of 75% and SVM achieves 74% accuracy. This approach comes close to ours as it also performs financial instrument-specific sentiment classification in financial weblogs. However, assuming that (all) surrounding text parts relate to a specific financial instrument is a heuristic that might fail for (1) sentences that actually do not contain a sentiment but just mention a financial instrument or (2) sentences that contain multiple sentiments with respect to different financial instruments.

Concerning dictionary-based approaches, Zhang and Skiena [4] use co-referenced occurrences of positive/negative sentiment words from a dictionary and company named entities to extract sentiment with respect to companies on sentence level from Twitter messages, blog articles, and news. The exact approach is described in Godbole et al. [18] and assigns sentiment of lexicon words to companies “juxtaposed” (co-occurring) in the same sentence. A ratio computed from the number of positive and negative sentiments serves as document-level sentiment and is used in a trading strategy that yields better than benchmark results [4]. Neither [4] nor [18] report on...
the accuracy of their classification approach. However, Pang et al. [19] have shown that machine-learning sentiment classification approaches perform better than a simple lexical approach. This observation provides a strong indication for the superiority of the approach of O’Hare et al.

Concerning knowledge-based approaches, Klein et al. [20] propose a method for sentiment classification of financial weblog documents. They formalize correlations between economic indicators and future returns in an ontology [20]. Thus, in contrast to O’Hare et al [9], this approach allows for a detailed and thorough analysis of sentiment in text that refers to the feature “future returns” of a financial instrument instead of using assumptions and heuristics. Klein et al. also formalize linguistic patterns by means of regular-expression-based rules. They find their knowledge-based approach to be superior in terms of classification accuracy with respect to baseline machine-learning approaches.

As the literature in the financial domain only provides few examples regarding the identified different approaches, we also report on approaches that are not specific to this domain. Typically, these approaches are referred to as topic-specific.

Thet et al. [21] use a linguistic approach for classifying the sentiment with respect to multiple aspects (e.g., storyline, music) of a movie at sub-sentence level of discussion board messages. This approach combines grammatical relations in dependency trees constructed by a parser with lexicons for contextual sentiment classification. They apply their approach to a movie dataset and achieve an accuracy of 81%. Nasukawa and Yi [22] analyze sentence-level opinions about products. Their approach also uses a syntactic parser and uses its output in rules together with a lexicon to classify sentiment. They extract only sentiment that relates semantically to the subject, i.e., a product. This relationship is ensured by manually defined rules and sentiment words. They achieve a high precision (up to 95%) but a low recall (up to 28.6%). The rather deep analysis that is part of these two approaches comes typically at high computational cost and time cost for parsing of documents (cf. [23]). As timely decisions are crucial in the financial domain, we neglect such approaches.

Yi et al. [24] propose a natural language processing (NLP) approach for (1) extracting product aspects from customer reviews and general web documents at a sub-sentence level and (2) classification of the sentiment with respect to these aspects. Their approach is based on modified lexicons and “sentiment patterns” (for describing grammatical relations between semantically orientated words and extracted aspects). They report an accuracy of 85.6%. As the corpus is not publicly available and sentiment patterns are not described comprehensively, the approach is not replicable.

The extant literature indicates that simple dictionary-based approaches perform worse in terms of precision and accuracy compared to machine-learning approaches [19]. To this respect, O’Hare et al. have proposed a simple heuristic for selecting text parts that refer to a specific object, i.e., a stock, to be used as input for machine-learning. Since more elaborated linguistic and knowledge-based approaches can better detect which sentences actually contain sentiment and also distinguish diverging sentiments on multiple objects in one sentence, we hypothesize that the text selection process for machine-learning can be improved by such methods. However, as deep analysis approaches such as [21] require time consuming parsing, we propose to uti-
lize the approach of Klein et al. [20] for object-specific text selection. This ontology and rule-based classifier will be further used for generating additional machine-learning features by sentiment polarity classification at the sentence level. Further, using [20] for text selection also incorporates indirect sentiments by means of a domain ontology of indicators for future returns which is beyond the other approaches reviewed. This type of knowledge-based feature generation is also proposed by Gabrilovich and Markovitch [25] who find it to improve classification performance. Further, in the proposed combined approach machine-learning can exploit more information (e.g., bag of words) than a standalone knowledge-based approach and can optimize the weighting of sentence-level sentiments in the document-level classification. Thus, we hypothesize the proposed combined approach to provide higher precision for document-level classifications than a standalone knowledge-based approach.

3 Basic Model and Problem Specification

3.1 Basic Model

The basic model comprises sentiments and documents. It is derived from the domain-unspecific sentiment analysis framework of Liu [26]. A sentiment on a sentiment object is a positive or a negative view, attitude, emotion or appraisal [26]. We are interested only in financial instruments as sentiment objects and define formally:

Definition (sentiment): Sentiment is a tuple \( s=(fi, so) \) on sentiment level \( l \in \{\text{sentence, document}\} \), using the following elements:

- \( fi \in FI \): A financial instrument, i.e., the object to which the sentiment is expressed.
  - We assume a sentiment expressed with respect to a financial instrument to refer to its future returns.
- \( so \in \{\text{positive, negative}\} \): The sentiment orientation.

A sentiment orientation \( so \) is expressed by an orientation term \( ot \in OT \) with positive or negative semantic orientation \( so \). We omit the neutral orientation (implying “hold” with respect to a financial instrument) because of the following reasons. O’Hare et al. [9] found that reducing the number of sentiment orientations to two (positive/negative) significantly improves human annotator agreement and also the machine classifier performance in terms of accuracy. This is presumably due to less ambiguity. Furthermore, Antweiler and Frank [16] argue that in “hold”-documents there is a dominating amount of noise. They conclude that the developed bullishness measures perform significantly better at predicting returns, volatility, and trading volumes without consideration of “hold”. The bullishness measure is a ratio of positive and negative messages that can be directly used for decision making which does not require “hold”. This view is, e.g., supported by Schumaker et al. [15], who define the classification of sentiment in financial news as a two-class (positive/negative) problem and define a respective trading model.

A sentiment orientation \( so \) can also be expressed by an (economic) indicator \( i \in I \) such as GDP growth. The sets \( OT, FI, I \) are defined in section 4.1.
If a sentiment with respect to a financial instrument is expressed indirectly via an economic indicator, we assume that the sentiment orientation referring to it can be obtained by the correlation coefficient $c(i, fi): I \times FI \to \{-1, +1\}$, i.e., a function that provides a positive or negative correlation for an indicator $i$ that refers to the future returns of a financial instrument $fi$. Using the correlation coefficient and the semantic orientation expressed directly towards the indicator, the sentiment orientation for the financial instrument can be inferred. The following list provides some examples:

- Orientation term, “rise”: has a positive orientation, while “drop” has a negative orientation.
- Directly expressed sentiment, “I expect the FTSE 100 to rise.”: The orientation term with positive orientation “rise” provides a sentiment orientation, expressed directly with respect to (the future returns of) the FTSE 100 stock index.
- Sentiment expressed by an indicator, “Earnings of IBM are on the rise.”: The orientation term “rise” refers to the indicator “earnings”, which has a positive correlation to the future returns of a stock or a stock index. Thus, the sentiment orientation of the IBM stock with respect to its future returns is positive.

Next, we define the document model following [20]:

**Definition (document):** A document $d = (P, ST, T, PH)$ is based on these model elements:

- $d \in D$: A document consists of sets of paragraphs, sentences, tokens, and phrases.
- $p \in P$: A document $d$ consists of a finite number of paragraphs. A paragraph is a sequence of sentences of finite length.
- $st \in ST$: Each sentence is a finite length sequence of tokens.
- $t \in T$: A token is a finite length sequence of characters which can be of type word, number, symbol, punctuation, or space.
- $ph \in PH$: A phrase can contain sentiment(s) and is a sequence of tokens that focus around a head element.

### 3.2 Problem Specification

The problem is to classify the sentiment orientation $so \in \{positive, negative\}$ of a sentiment document tuple $s_{document} = (fi, so)$ with respect to a financial instrument $fi$ and its future returns in a document $d$. Each document can contain multiple sentiment document tuples. To detect relevant text parts for financial instrument-specific classification, first all $s_{document} = (fi, so)$ need to be extracted and the sentiment orientation $so$ has to be classified. We assume this pre-classification on sentence-level to improve the document-level classification when used as additional input.

### 4 Investor Sentiment Extraction Approach

Our approach is a combination of knowledge-based and machine learning techniques for investor sentiment extraction. This approach performs financial instrument-
specific extraction on the document-level. The extracted sentiment is defined as $s_{\text{document}} = (fi, so)$. As shown in the data flow diagram below (Figure 1), the approach consists of three successive steps: (1) preprocessing extracts financial instruments, (2) ontology- and rule-based extraction of text parts that refer to specific financial instruments, and (3) machine-learning based classification of overall investor sentiment on document level, and a domain ontology.

![Fig.1. Combined approach for investor sentiment classification](image)

4.1 Domain Ontology and Lexical Resources

There are two resources that are being used in the sentiment extraction approaches: (1) a domain ontology, and (2) a lexicon of semantically oriented words.

**Ontology.** We develop an ontology (extending from [20]) consisting of the concepts $FI$, $I$, and $OT$ defined in the basic model and the formalized relations between the concepts. The concept $FI$ has instances of stocks and stock indexes.

In finance, a person rarely expresses a sentiment about future returns of a financial instrument directly. He or she often rather would express a sentiment about a factor or indicator that influences returns such as company earnings. In investment analysis two major theories prevail: fundamental analysis [27] and technical analysis [28]. We formalize knowledge on economic indicators $I$ for future returns from both theories in the ontology, capturing various classes of indicators and their correlation to stock returns. The correlation is assumed static and either positive (+1) or negative (−1). 14 fundamental indicators and their correlations are derived from [27], [29], [30], and [31]. 11 technical indicators and their correlations are derived from Lo et al. [28]. We refer to [20] for details. Labels (i.e., textual representations) for instances of instruments and indicators are provided by manual expert text annotations (cf., section 5.1).

We use the General Inquirer [32] (http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/~inquirer/) lexicon of orientation terms ($OT$). Only the words tagged as positive/negative after clearing duplicates are considered, leaving 1791 and 2198 words respectively. As General Inquirer is not specific to the financial domain, we also use a modified version of this lexicon. The modification was carried out by an undergraduate student without knowledge of the golden standard corpus or the sentiment extraction method in this work. 41 words were added (e.g., high, low, large, small), the polarity of 89 words was changed (e.g., arrest was moved to negative) and 360 words were deleted (e.g., company, share, thank). The resulting modified lexicon consists of 1575 positive and 2020 negative words.
4.2 Natural Language Pre-processing

The natural language pre-processing step uses GATE’s ANNIE information extraction system (Maynard et al. [33]). The pre-processing includes tokenization, sentence splitting, part of speech (POS)-tagging, morphological analysis (for lemmatization), noun and verb chunking, and identification of ontology concepts defined above. The output of this step is an annotated document represented by a list of tokens, sentences, and ontology-based entities (financial instruments, indicators, and orientation terms).

4.3 Knowledge-based Extraction of Financial Instrument-specific Text Parts

The extraction of investor sentiment contained in single sentences of a weblog document is performed based on the ontology and rules, incorporating financial domain expertise and linguistic knowledge. The extraction of financial instrument-specific text parts consists of the following consecutive steps: (1) identification of relevant sentences, (2) extraction of sentiment sentences, and (3) sentiment classification on the sentence-level.

Identification of relevant sentences. A relevant sentence potentially contains sentiment on a given financial instrument $fi$. Table 1 contains heuristic rules for identifying relevant sentences according [20]. Additionally, we employ a co-reference recognition that exploits the topology of concepts in the domain ontology. For example, the instance “IBM” of the concept “stock” is recognized by extracting “stock” in a sentence for which the $fi$ “IBM” has been already assigned by the rules (e.g., if it occurs in proximity, for instance in the first sentence of the paragraph). The subsequent extraction steps are carried out only on relevant sentences.

Table 1. Rules for identifying relevant sentences (following [20])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sentence contains a financial instrument $fi$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sentence contains a macro fundamental indicator $i$ (referring to the economy or financial markets in general) as this implicitly refers to any $fi$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sentence after a sentence that contains a $fi$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>All sentences in the paragraph that begins with a sentence that contains a $fi$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sentiment sentence extraction. A sentiment sentence refers to a financial instrument $fi$ explicitly (e.g., S&P 500) or implicitly via an indicator $i$ (e.g., interest rates). It must contain an orientation term $ot$ to infer the sentiment orientation. The $fi$ is not required to occur in a sentiment sentence. The $fi$ can be heuristically inferred by rules from Table 1. Table 2 presents the rules for extracting sentiment sentences using the following elements: “Adj” (adjective), “Adv” (adverb), “N” (noun), “V” (verb) and “Prep” (preposition) are tokens differentiated by part of speech (POS). All other tokens are denoted as “to”. Orientation terms are specified with their POS in subscript. A “?” indicates that a token sequence has arbitrary length including zero. Ontology concepts are denoted as FI (financial instrument), I (indicator), and OT (orientation term).
Table 2. Extraction rules for sentiment sentences (extending [20])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Rules</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$OT_{Adj}$ (F</td>
<td>I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(F</td>
<td>I) $OT_{N}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(F</td>
<td>I) (to)? Prep (to)? ($OT_{N}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>($OT_{N}$</td>
<td>$OT_{Adj}$) (to)? Prep (to)? (F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(F</td>
<td>I) (Adj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>(F</td>
<td>I) (Adv)? $OT_{V}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>(F</td>
<td>I) (Adj</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sentiment sentence classification. For extracted sentiment sentences the sentiment orientation $so$ is classified as follows. If the sentiment sentence contains the financial instrument $fi$ (or if it was inferred by Table 2 rules), the sentiment orientation $so$ is given by the lexicon’s classification of the orientation term $ot$. If the sentiment sentence contains an indicator $i$, the sentiment orientation $so$ depends in addition on the correlation coefficient $c(i,fi)$ of the indicator modeled in the domain ontology. If the correlation coefficient is $c(i,fi)=1$ (positive), then the $so$ is given by $ot$’s classification. If $c(i,fi)=-1$ (negative), the sentiment orientation given by the $ot$ is inverted. Example: "high $ot_{positive}$ unemployment $c(-1)$ rate" will be classified with $so_{negative}$. In any case, if a negation (e.g., "no", "not", "never") occurs in the sentiment sentence, the sentiment orientation $so$ is inverted.

The output of this step is a set of classified (positive/negative) financial instrument-specific text parts that are used as input for machine-learning document level classification in the next step.

4.4 Machine Learning-based Investor Sentiment Classification

For investor sentiment classification on document-level the optimization capabilities of machine-learning techniques are used. Document-level classification is performed by the linear kernel SVM as it has been shown to perform well for text classification tasks [13] in comparison to other methods such as Naïve Bayes, Rocchio, k-nearest neighbor (KNN), and decision tree learner. Further, Groth and Muntermann [5] have found SVM to be particularly well-suited for classifying financial texts and their finance domain-specific application context. We use the one-against-another classification method which means only one binary classifier is defined. The features used by SVM are unigrams represented as bag of words (i.e., a vector containing the number of occurrences of each word in a document) such as in O’Hare et al. [9]. Pang et al. [19] have shown unigrams to be a good language model for sentiment classification with SVM. We use SVM with default parameters, without allowing for a soft margin (i.e., cost=1). No optimization of SVM parameters was conducted.

As each document may contain sentiments with respect to multiple financial instruments $fi$, the overall document sentiment orientation $so$ is analyzed with respect to each distinct financial instrument separately, delivering a set of document-level sen-
timent tuples $s_{document}=(fi, so)$. For each distinct financial instrument a sub-document is created. This sub-document consists only of text parts referring to this financial instrument. All tokens (normalized by lemmas) included in this sub-document and the sentiment orientation of sentiment sentences serve as machine-learning features. Using all the machine-learning features obtained, the SVM classifier obtains the document-level sentiment classification that refers to a specific financial instrument $fi$.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we report evaluation results of our proposed combined investor sentiment extraction method with respect to a baseline method. A set of manually labeled documents that comprise the gold standard corpus serves as basis for evaluation.

5.1 Gold Standard Corpus

We reuse and extend the corpus of Klein et al. [20]. The extension results in a total of 528 financial instrument-specific document-level investor sentiment annotations in 409 distinct documents that stem from the following sources:

1. 165 blog documents classified on the document level as positive or negative (from Klein et. al. [20]). These documents were classified bi-polar by three graduate students independently of each other. None of them is an author of [20]. Overall classification was derived by majority vote. All sentiments refer to future returns of the S&P 500 stock index.

2. Further, 161 unique blog documents were annotated with 217 financial instrument-specific sentiment annotations by 4 finance industry professionals, none of whom is an author of this work. A fuzzy sentiment classification with 5 levels of degrees of membership for the classes positive and negative were used respectively with assigned labels: no amount (0), a small amount (0.25), a medium amount (0.5), a large amount (0.75), and a maximum amount (1). Each annotator assigned degrees of membership for positive and negative. We subtract the negative from the positive degree of membership for each annotator and use the median of these values to obtain the aggregate score. An aggregate score $>0$ results in a positive label, negative otherwise.

3. The remaining 83 unique blog documents with 164 financial instrument-specific investor sentiment annotations were split randomly in 3 sets. Each set was annotated by one finance industry professional each. The sentiment annotation schema is identical to (2).

For the last two sources, the annotated investor sentiments refer to specific U.S. or EU stocks, both large and small caps. Further, in all three sources the annotators also annotated textual representations of economic indicators for future returns of stocks to be used as labels for ontology instances. 58.2% of the overall corpus documents are classified as positive and 41.8% as negative.
5.2 Cross-Validation Methodology

For comparing automatic to manual classifications, we utilize stratified ten-fold cross-validation as suggested by Kohavi [34] who finds indications for this approach to be better than leave-one-out cross-validation.

Ten-fold cross-validation divides the corpus into ten subsets of approximately equal size. Each subset is stratified, i.e., every subset contains approximately the same proportion of positive and negative investor sentiment annotations as the whole corpus. In one fold, one subset is used as test set and the others as training set. In ten folds, each of the subsets becomes the test set once. For our combined approach, labeled documents in the training set are used to train a machine-learning classifier. Further, for the knowledge-based approach (that is part of the combined approach, see section 4.3), the annotations of economic indicators for future returns of stocks in the documents in the training set are used to dynamically create the labels (textual representations) for the indicator instances in the ontology used by this approach for extraction and inference. The resulting classifiers are then applied for automatically classifying the documents in the test set. Comparing the classifications of the classifier vs. the human-provided classifications in all ten test sets that together comprise the whole corpus, we derive the standard information retrieval metrics [35].

5.3 Classification Accuracy Results

We evaluate the financial instrument-specific sentiment classification of our combined approach on the golden standard corpus using the described cross-validation methodology. We compare the combined classifier results to the also financial instrument-specific knowledge-based approach for sentence-level classification described in section 4.3 which provides the basis for the combined classifier. To provide a document level sentiment classification, the sentences classified by the standalone knowledge-based method are aggregated as the net of positive and negative sentiment sentences referring to the same financial instrument [20]. Table 3 (below) summarizes metric results [35]. All metrics have been micro-averaged over the classes positive and negative according to Yang [35]. We report results for each classifier using (1) the General Inquirer (GI) lexical resource and (2) our version (GI mod.) modified with respect to the financial domain as described in section 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier approach</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Measure</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge-based (GI)</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>56.3%</td>
<td>59.2%</td>
<td>61.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge-based (GI mod.)</td>
<td>68.8%</td>
<td>62.1%</td>
<td>65.3%</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined (GI)</td>
<td>73.3%</td>
<td>59.8%</td>
<td>65.9%</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined (GI mod.)</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
<td>58.7%</td>
<td>64.4%</td>
<td>67.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.4 Discussion of Results

Results indicate that with respect to the classification of sentiment regarding specific financial instruments, the proposed combined approach outperforms the knowledge-based approach with respect to almost all metrics. We assume this due to the optimization capabilities of the machine-learning method that can weigh its inputs and also has more information (e.g., bag of words). Note, that the financial instrument-specific classification results in terms of recall, f1-measure and accuracy are harmed by cases in which the approaches were not able to extract a sentiment, thus increasing the false negative rate.

Another finding is that our modified version of the General Inquirer lexical resource of sentiment words helped to achieve improved results. The knowledge-based classifier increased accuracy from 61.3% to 67%. Counter-intuitively, this does not hold for the combined method. Investigation of this issue remains future work.

One could argue accuracies of the approaches to be quite low. However, we have to consider that sentiment classification of full-length web documents is a complex task due to noise and ambiguity [8]. Das and Chen [8] achieve 66.9% accuracy for a document-level classifier approach. As blog documents often discuss multiple financial instruments, a financial instrument-specific classification is required which is more complex and cannot be tackled by standalone machine-learning methods. Thus, the accuracy of 69% for our combined financial instrument-specific classifier method can be considered a fair result considering the more complex problem as the one in [8].

Our corpus of 409 documents could be considered small. However, it is substantially larger than the one of Klein et al. [20] and is also comparable to sizes of corpora of related work, e.g., a set of 440 messages [8] or 423 news [5]. As human annotation is a huge effort and there is no large publicly available corpus for blogs, we consider the size of our corpus reasonable.

6 Conclusion

We presented a combined approach for automatic extraction and crisp classification of investor sentiment from blogs. The classification is with regard to specific financial instruments. This fine-grained analysis is enabled by the underlying knowledge-based sentiment analysis approach which integrates domain knowledge of economic indicators for returns and linguistic knowledge formalized as rules and works on the sentence-level. In contrast to this, most related work deals only with document-level classification or uses heuristic assumptions for chunking a text in financial instrument-specific parts. Evaluating whether our approach outperforms such a simple heuristic approach is subject to future work.

We showed the combined approach to substantially improve on the classification performance of the standalone knowledge-based approach. The performance is comparable to document-level classification results of other authors (e.g., Das and Chen [8]) but solves the more difficult problem of financial instrument-specific classification. In terms of absolute numbers, we consider the performance to be fair as web
Document classification is a complex task, even for humans, because of high ambiguity [8].

In future work, we aim to improve precision and accuracy of our approach and plan to add additional machine-learning features such as ontology concepts, e.g., orientation terms and economic indicators. We also plan to extend the corpus.
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